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Abstract (1000 ch)  

In 1988 the first brain activation studies, relying Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and the
availability short half-life radio tracers, were reported. Back then regional differences between
brain images were simply characterised over hand-drawn region of interests. The idea of
producing a "statistical parametric map" (SPM), i.e. providing valid inferences about brain signals
over all the voxels, was formally introduced in 1990 by Friston et al. for PET images. The SPM
framework (Fig. 1) was further extended over the years to handle functional and structural MRI,
along with EEG and MEG data [1]. Since its first instance in 1991, the SPM software is openly and
freely available to the neuroimaging community, to promote collaboration and a common
analysis scheme across laboratories.

Nowadays SPM remains the most used software for the analysis of neuroimaging data [2,3]. Its
openness lead to the development of a whole ecosystem where extensions (more than 60!) were
developed to address other problems. Some of these constitutes toolboxes on their own, e.g. the
application of machine learning techniques in neuromaging [4] or the processing of quantitative
MRI [5].

other researchers could develop their own tool by using SPM's building blocks. Currently more
than 60 extensions are available. Some of these constitutes toolboxes on their own, for example
on the application on machine learning techniques in neuromagin (PRoNTo [4]) or the processing
of quantitative MRI (hMRI [5]).
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Top: Standard SPM processing pipeline for functional MRI data (left) from the raw fMRI data to
the map voxels showing a statistically significant activation, displayed over a structural MRI for
anatomical reference (right). Bottom: Graphical user interface of SPM12 (left), with batching
system (centre) and results visualization (right).

Figure 2  
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Top: Pattern Recognition for Neuroimaging Toolbox (PRoNTo) framework, providing a
multivariate machine learning tool. Only low-level SPM functions (data I/O, batching facility, etc.)
are used in the 5 main modules. Bottom: hMRI toolbox framework, extending SPM's functionality
to the creation of quantitative MR images and processing at the group level. Spatial processing
and statistical analysis rely heavily on SPM machinery.
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